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Transport properties of SrCe Y O and its application for0.95 0.05 32d

hydrogen separation
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Abstract

Transport properties of SrCe Y O were studied by impedance spectroscopy and by measuring open-cell voltage0.95 0.05 32d

(OCV) and gas permeation. Ionic transference numbers were determined by measuring the OCV of concentration cells and
water vapor evolution of an O /H fuel cell. We observed interfacial polarization on the basis of the I–V curves obtained by2 2

discharging a hydrogen concentration cell or an O /H fuel cell. The observed high protonic conductivity (high proton and2 2

low oxide ion transference numbers) makes SrCe Y O a potential material for hydrogen separation. From proton0.95 0.05 32d

conductivity measurements, under a given hydrogen partial pressure difference of 4%/0.488%, the hydrogen permeation rate
3 22 21(of a dense membrane with 0.11 cm in thickness) was calculated to be ¯ 0.072 cm (STP) cm min at 8008C, whereas

3 22 21the permeation rate calculated from short-circuit current measurements was ¯ 0.023 cm (STP) cm min at 8008C. The
difference between calculated and observed permeation rates is probably due to interfacial polarization.  1998 Published
by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction drogen-containing atmospheres [3–5]. When com-
pared with SrCeO -based materials, BaCeO -based3 3

It is of great interest to use a mixed ionic– materials have higher conductivity but also show
electronic conductor (MIEC) for gas separation substantial oxide ion conduction in the presence of
because of its simplicity and cost-effectiveness [1,2]. oxygen gas or water vapor. The oxide ion conduc-
A membrane of a mixed protonic–electronic conduc- tion, however, does not make any useful contribu-
tor may be useful for H separation if the electronic tions in hydrogen separation applications. As Iwa-2

and protonic conductivities are well tailored. hara et al. [6], Taniguchi et al. [7], and Bonanos et
With proper doping, perovskite-type oxides have al. [8] have shown, proton conduction is favored at

shown high-temperature proton conductivity in hy- lower temperature, while oxide ion conduction is
favored at higher temperature. Experimental results

* on BaCe Y O in our laboratory also showedCorresponding author. Tel.: 11 630 2524250; fax: 11 630 0.95 0.05 32d

2523604; e-mail: u balachandran@qmgate.anl.gov this trend [9]. Recently, substitution of Ba with other
]
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elements having different ionic radii was used to
tailor proton and oxide ion conduction [10]. By
substituting Ca for Ba, the lattice was much distorted
from its pseudo-cubic structure; and as a result, the
oxide ion conduction was greatly reduced while the
proton conduction was only slightly affected [10].

According to Knight [11] and Bonanos et al. [12],
the more distorted orthorhombic structure of SrCeO3

inhibits oxide ion conduction but has little influence
on proton conduction. Consequently, protonic con-
duction may be more highly favored in SrCeO -3

based materials than in BaCeO -based materials;3

thus, in terms of hydrogen selectivity, the former Fig. 1. SEM photomicrograph of as-sintered surface of
SrCe Y O .materials may be more suitable for hydrogen sepa- 0.95 0.05 32d

ration.
In this study, impedance spectroscopy, open-cell 2.2. Impedance measurements

voltage (OCV) measurements, and gas permeation
measurements were used to determine the conduc- The sample to be tested was affixed to a test setup
tivities, transference numbers, and interfacial polari- [9] with the aid of a glass sealant. The total
zations of SrCe Y O , in an effort to assess conductivity was measured with an impedance ana-0.95 0.05 32d

the potential of a material for application in hydro- lyzer (HP4192A LF) in the frequency range of 13
gen gas separation. MHz–5 Hz under open-circuit conditions. Water

vapor was introduced by bubbling desired gases
through deionized water either at room temperature

2. Experimental or at 408C in an isothermal water bath (Polyscience,
7305). The partial vapor pressure of the water was

2.1. Sample preparation monitored through an instant digital hygrometer
(Fisher Scientific).

Powders of SrCe Y O were prepared by0.95 0.05 32d

solid-state reactions. SrCO (Mallinckrodt), CeO 2.3. Ionic transference numbers3 2

(Trona Chemicals), and Y O (Trona Chemicals) in2 3

the desired stoichiometric ratio were ball milled for Transference numbers were determined by
at least 24 h with isopropyl alcohol and then pan- measuring either OCV or water vapor evolution.
dried and sieved. The mixture was first calcined for OCVs of fuel cells and concentration cells, measured
12 h at 10008C in air and then ground and recalcined by a high-impedance digital multimeter (HP 3446A),
in air for 10 h at 12008C. The resulting powders, were used to estimate the ionic and electronic
confirmed by X-ray diffraction to exhibit the ortho- transference numbers. The ionic transference num-
rhombic perovskite structure, were then uniaxially bers so obtained may be underestimated in some
pressed into 2.2 cm diameter pellets under a pressure cases because of interfacial polarization [13]. The
of ¯ 200 MPa. The density of pellets sintered in air evolution of water vapor by discharging an O /H2 2

at 15008C for 10 h (Fig. 1) was . 90% of the fuel cell was used to determine the ratio of proton
theoretical value. Platinum paste (Heraeus CL11- and oxide ion transference numbers to the total ionic
5100) was screen-printed on polished surfaces of transference numbers. The gas inlets in the setup
crack-free, 0.11 cm thick pellets, which were sub- were positioned as close as possible to the test
sequently fired in air at 12008C for 12 min to form sample. Gas flow rates were adjusted to 50–100

2 3 21porous electrodes (electrode area 0.49 cm ) for cm min . Water vapor concentration in both
electrochemical measurements. cathode and anode sides was measured with the
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digital hydrometer under open-circuit and short-cir-
cuit conditions.

2.4. H permeation2

The hydrogen gas permeation rate was estimated
from the measured short-circuit currents by applying
Faraday’s law. Also, the permeation rate under short-
circuit conditions was predicted from the measured
proton conductivities.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Total conductivity

Total conductivities were determined from the
impedance spectra of cells based on
SrCe Y O exposed to various atmospheres:0.95 0.05 32d

100% O , PtuSrCe Y O uPt,2 0.95 0.05 32d

4% H 1 Ar (Cell 1)2

4% H 1 Ar, PtuSrCe Y O uPt,2 0.95 0.05 32d Fig. 2. Impedance spectra in various atmospheres: (a) Cell 1, (b)
Cell 2, (c) Cell 3, and (d) Cell 4, all described in the text;0.488% H 1 Ar (Cell 2)2 2electrolyte thickness, 0.11 cm; projected electrode area, 0.49 cm .

O 1 2.64% H O, PtuSrCe Y O uPt,2 2 0.95 0.05 32d

7.79%O 1 2.64% H O 1 N (Cell 3)2 2 2

100% O , PtuSrCe Y O uPt,2 0.95 0.05 32d

8%O 1 N (Cell 4) .2 2

Observed impedance spectra and calculated total
conductivities in various atmospheres are shown in
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. Total conductivities,
as determined in Cell 4 (dry O concentration cell),2

were greater than those in Cell 2 (dry H con-2

centration cell). When compared with
BaCe Y O [9], the total conductivity of0.95 0.05 32d

SrCe Y O was lower in both oxygen and0.95 0.05 32d

hydrogen. Surprisingly, the addition of water vapor
into O reduced the total conductivity in the tem-2

perature range studied. One plausible explanation
was based on the consumption of electron holes to
create protonic species when water vapor was added Fig. 3. Total conductivities determined from impedance spectra
[3,14]. The conductivities in Cell 1 (O /H fuel cell) obtained in the various atmospheres shown in Fig. 2.2 2
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were lower than those in Cells 2 and 4 and were pRT H O28 ] ]]]slightly higher than those in Cell 3 (wet oxygen E 5 E (T ) 2 ln (1)N 1 / 2S D2F p pH Oconcentration cell). 2 2

by using a water vapor pressure of 50 Pa (¯500
3.2. Ionic transference numbers vol ppm in concentration), where R is the universal

gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, F is the
3.2.1. In O /H fuel cell Faraday constant, and E8(T ) is the standard EMF2 2

Total ionic and electronic transference numbers calculated from
were estimated from the OCV measurements of Cell

8 8
DG (T ) 5 2 2E (T )F (2)1. In this cell, we did not intentionally add water

vapor to either side of the cell and the hydrogen and
concentration in the anode side was only 4%. The

8
DG (T ) 5 2 247 1 0.056T , (3)humidity detected in cathode side (oxygen side)

using hygrometer varied from 200 to 500 vol ppm where DG8(T ) is the standard formation energy
21under open-circuit conditions at various tempera- (kJ mol ) of water vapor from reaction

tures. Such an amount of water vapor was believed
1to come from the diffusion of hydrogen either across ]H (g) 1 O (g)⇔H O(g) (4)2 2 22the membrane itself or from the sealing area. A

similar amount of water vapor was observed in the given in [15].
anode side (hydrogen side) because of oxygen The total ionic transference numbers (oxide ion
diffusion. In terms of mixed ionic conduction, doped and proton) were then estimated to be ¯0.7 to 0.75
SrCeO is more likely to be a proton conductor than3 in the temperature range of 600–8008C from the
an oxide ion conductor [11,12]. Thus, the Nernst measured OCVs and calculated Nernst potentials.
potential E of the O /H cell can be estimated fromN 2 2

the hydrogen partial pressure in the anode side as 3.2.2. In hydrogen concentration cell
well as from the oxygen partial pressure and water Total ionic transference numbers in a hydrogen
vapor pressure in the cathode side. Shown in Fig. 4 atmosphere, which could be considered proton trans-
are the measured OCVs and the Nernst potentials that ference numbers, were estimated from the OCVs of
were calculated from the equation Cell 2. Shown in Fig. 5 is the dependence of

transference numbers on temperature. In the tem-
perature range studied (600–8008C), the proton
transference numbers changed from 0.90 to 0.86
while electronic transference numbers changed from
0.1 to 0.14. These results suggest that
SrCe Y O exhibits electronic conductivities0.95 0.05 32d

that are inadequate for this material to be used as a
membrane for hydrogen gas separation under am-
bipolar diffusion conditions [16].

3.2.3. In oxygen concentration cell
Total ionic transference numbers in an O /H O2 2

environment were estimated from OCV measure-
ments on Cell 3. The proton and oxide ion transfer-
ence numbers might be further separated from
additional OCV measurements on Cell 5,

O 1 7.38% H O, PtuSrCe Y O uPt,2 2 0.95 0.05 32dFig. 4. Measured open-cell voltages and calculated Nernst po-
tentials across the cell of with 100% O /4% H 1Ar (Cell 1). 7.79%O 1 2.64%H O 1 N . (Cell 5) .2 2 2 2 2
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numbers decreased from 0.77 to 0.42 when tempera-
ture increased from 600 to 8008C. The oxide ion
transference numbers did not change much, whereas
proton transference numbers decreased from 0.45 to
0.17 when temperature increased from 600 to 8008C.
The proton and oxide ion transference numbers were
almost the same at ¯7308C, below which proton
transference numbers were greater than oxide ion
transference numbers.

3.3. Determination of ratios of t /t and t /1 22H ion O

t ion

The ratios of proton and oxide ion transference
numbers to the total ionic transference numbers (t /1H

t and t /t ) were further studied with Cell 1.22ion O ionFig. 5. Proton and electronic transference numbers determined
The electrochemical process that occurs in the cell isfrom OCVs of the cell with 4% H /0.488% H (Cell 2).2 2

schematically illustrated in Fig. 7a. When the two
electrodes are set at equal potential, the current that

Ionic transference numbers t and t in an O /1 22 passes through the electrolyte is approximately ionicH O 2

H O environment can be obtained by solving the while electronic current is negligible. Accordingly,2

OCV expressions for Cell 3 and Cell 5 [9], the ratios of (t /t and t /t ) can be de-1 22H ion O ion

termined as follows:IIpRT O2
] ]V 5 t 1 t ln t w22 1 1s doc O H I H cF S D4F p ] ]5 , (6a)O2 t wion t

IIpH O2 t w2O 2 a]]2 2t ln . (5)1H I ]] ]S DG 5 , (6b)p t wH O ion t2

andAs shown in Fig. 6, the total ionic transference

t 5 t 1 t , (6c)1 22ion H O

where w and w are the rates of water vaporc a

evolution from the cathode and anode sides, respec-
tively, and w is the total rate of water vaport

evolution from both sides or the total rate of water
evolution calculated from the short-circuit currents

Fig. 6. Transference numbers determined from OCVs of Cells 3 Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of electrochemical process that
and 5. occurs in (a) Cell 1 and (b) Cell 2.
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(when Faraday’s law is applied). The rates of water
vapor evolution due to the electrochemical process
was calculated from the flow rates of carrier gas and
humidity measured in both sides of the cell under
open- and short-circuit conditions. The rate of water
vapor evolution from the anode side (hydrogen side)
was much slower than that from the cathode side
(oxygen side), indicating that proton transport domi-
nated the ionic transport. The total rate of water
vapor evolution observed on both sides was in very
good agreement with the rate calculated from short-
circuit currents. As shown in Fig. 8, the ionic
transference numbers are dominated by protons, even
at 8008C. Unlike BaCeO -based materials [8,17],3

SrCe Y O did not exhibit a conduction0.95 0.05 32d

transition from proton to oxide ion as temperature
Fig. 9. I–V characteristics observed in Cell 1 at 7508C; electrolyte

2increased from 600–8008C. In the temperature range thickness, 0.11 cm; projected electrode area, 0.49 cm ; gas flow
3 21studied, proton transference numbers were much rate, 50 cm min .

higher than oxide ion transference numbers.

3.4. Polarization the short-circuit current density of Cell 1 was ¯25
22mA cm at 7508C. The short-circuit current for Cell

22 22The I–V characteristics of Cell 1 are shown in Fig. 2 was ¯0.8 mA cm at 6008C and ¯2.8 mA cm
9. The OCVs and the drop in IR calculated with the at 7508C. Fig. 10 shows the dependence of interfacial
total impedance of the electrolyte are also presented. overpotentials on temperature and current density
Thus, we can determine the overpotential, or polari- when Cells 1 and 2 were discharged as shown in Fig.
zation at the gas–solid interface, at each cell current. 7. At a given discharging current in Cell 2, the
Based on an electrolyte with a thickness of 0.11 cm, overpotential decreased as temperature increased. At

Fig. 10. Interfacial overpotentials in Cell 1 at 7508C and Cell 2 at
Fig. 8. Ratios of t /t and t /t determined from rates of 600 and 7508C; electrolyte thickness, 0.11 cm; projected electrode1 22H ion O ion

2 3 21water vapor evolution from cathode and anode sides of Cell 1. area, 0.49 cm ; gas flow rate, 50 cm min .
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a given temperature and discharging current, the
overpotential in Cell 1 (fuel cell) was lower than that
in Cell 2 (hydrogen concentration cell).

3.5. H permeation2

The highest hydrogen permeation rate can be
predicted from proton conductivity, assuming that
the kinetics of the surface reaction are infinitely fast
(or that no interfacial polarization occurs), as

IIps T1 HH 224 ]] ]N 5s3.27 3 10 d 3 ln (7)H IS D2 L pH2 Fig. 12. Schematic illustration of overpotentials at interfaces and
effective chemical potential across bulk of membrane.

3 22 21in terms of cm (STP) cm min .
The calculated permeation rate under the condition

of Cell 2 (4%/0.488%) increased from ¯0.015 chemical potential across the bulk of the membrane,
3 22 21cm (STP) cm min at 6008C to ¯0.072 as schematically illustrated in Fig. 12. Thus, permea-
3 22 21cm (STP) cm min at 8008C, with a 0.11 cm tion rates can be significantly enhanced by improving

thick membrane. But the permeation rates from the the catalytic properties of the interface and further
short-circuit current measurements were only enhanced by reducing the thickness of the membrane

3 22 21¯0.006 cm (STP) cm min at 6008C and [16,18].
3 22 21¯0.023 cm (STP) cm min at 8008C (Fig. 11).

The difference between the calculated rates from
proton conductivity and short-circuit currents were 4. Conclusions
probably due to the interfacial polarization, which
consumed part of driving force, i.e., the difference in Transport properties of SrCe Y O were0.95 0.05 32d

studied by impedance spectroscopy, and by measur-
ing open-cell voltage and gas permeation measure-
ments [15]. The ratios of the proton transference
number and oxide ion transference number to the
total ionic transference numbers were calculated
from measured rates of water vapor evolution in an
O /H fuel cell. In the temperature range studied,2 2

the proton transference numbers were much greater
than the oxide ion transference numbers. Permeation
of hydrogen through a 0.11 cm thick membrane was
demonstrated. Under a hydrogen gradient of 4%/
0.488%, the hydrogen gas permeation rate was
estimated from protonic conductivity measurements

3 22 21to be ¯0.072 cm (STP) cm min at 8008C,
whereas the permeation rate determined by measur-
ing short-circuit currents was only ¯0.023

3 22 21cm (STP) cm min . The difference between
calculated and observed permeation rates was attrib-Fig. 11. Estimated hydrogen permeation rates under a gradient of
uted to interfacial polarization. To maximize the4% H /0.488% H from proton conductivities and short-circuit2 2

currents. hydrogen permeation rate through a
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